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Nagoya Station, Tokyo, Japan



Kam Pin is a well-established coating applicator and 
metal fabricator from Hong Kong. We have been in the 
fields of industrial and architectural coatings since 1960 
and custom metal fabrication since 1995. We own a 
plant of 40,000m2 in Dongguan China, with 3 automatic 
coating lines and high end fabrication machines. 
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We have successfully been awarded with ISO 9002:1994 
certifications since 1997 and upgraded to ISO 9001:2015. 
Kam Pin has also applied environmental management 
standard ISO 14001:2015. We continue to upgrade our 
standards to meet our customers needs in every market.

We produce high quality aluminum curtain wall panels, 
ceilings, louver systems, window frames, partitions and 
signage with different coating finishes. With half a century 
of experience in professional coating application, we can 
guarantee excellent workmanship that meets the highest 
standards in the world. Apart from fabrication and coat-
ing, we also provide free consultation services concerning 
coating and fabrication.

We look forward to serving you in all aspects of metal coatings and fabrication in the near future.
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PVDF COATING
KYNAR 500
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Cityscape,  Phoenix, Arizona, USA



KYNAR 500 is a fluropolymer resin used in paint formulations for exterior and interior metal 
finishes. The key to its durability and resistance performance is the carbon-fluorine bond, 
one of the strongest molecular bonds known. The resin has been proven to resist acid 
rain, erosion, airborne pollutants, dirt retention, ultraviolet  light, and extreme temperatures. 
Finishes with KYNAR 500  base  offers  color  uniformity  and texture consistency over long 
periods of time.
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West Kowloon Terminus Station, Express Rail Link, Hong Kong 

KYNAR  500
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PVDF COATING

KYNAR 500 based coatings are used on 
such architectural building  materials 
such as roofing and siding; extrusions and 
panels; curtain walls and window frames; 
shop  fronts and lighting fixtures; retail store 
interiors and louvers; ventilation parts and 
outdoor signage’s.

PVDF paint has excellent weatherability, with little or no cracking,  peeling, chalking, or 
fading. As the originator of fluoro-polymer resins for architectural coating, Elf Atochem 
North America has been manufacturing KYNAR 500 resins since1965. KYNAR 500 
based finishes are used on many of the world’s monumental structures. Kam Pin 
has decades of experience using the leading paint suppliers of PVDF paint and is a 
global certified applicator for PPG, Sherwin Williams, Akzo Nobel and many more.  
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PVDF COATING
KAMELEON
Kameleonn PVDF paint can come in a large variety of colours, but none 
as unique as PVDF Kameleon Coating Systems. Kameleon Colors are 
available in a range of colour shifting, gradient pearlescent, colors, with 
custom colors created upon request. The Kameleon coating is applied 
in a three coat system with primer, base coat and color coat, resulting 
in a highly durable product that offers the same advanced protection 
as 70% PVDF Fluropon products.

This innovative coating uses mica flakes to 
create a consistent iridescent, gradient look. 
A blend of ceramic and inorganic pigments 
creates an original, brilliantly subtle look.
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NATURAL
PATTERNED
PVDF COATING
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Although these materials bring unique-
ness to a building, they have their dis-
advantages. They can be costly, have 
size limitations, weight limitations, and 
a shorter life cycle. There are many 
aspects that need to be considered 
when using natural materials; such 
as the materials cost, overall building 
load, production feasibility, installation 
time and installation cost. These areas 
of the building need to be carefully cal-
culated when using natural materials.  

Buildings all over the world have been decorated 
with all types of natural materials. Natural materials 
can make a building look unique in color, texture 
and appearance. Materials like stone, terracotta, 
wood, or aged metals make for popular options to 
create a unique facade design. 

We’ve got an alternative with a natural look.
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Taiping Finance Tower, Shenzhen, China



The replication process starts by targeting a specific material for a building’s facade or 
decorative cladding. Our pattern engineers dissect and gather all the information from 
the targeted material; such as the patterns, colors and textures. Once this information 
is acquired, our engineers can completely customize the coating finishes. Colors can 
be altered to match a material or to change the entire visual appearance. Patterns can 
be customized by adding or subtracting patterns, or even blowing up and shrinking the 
pattern’s size. The texture of the finish can also be customized to achieve a rough, sand 
textured finish or a glazed, glossy finish. All these details can be customized to achieve 
a unique coating finish specially made for your project.

NATURAL PATTERNED PVDF (NPP) coating is 
a coating system developed inhouse, by 
Kam Pin, using PVDF paint on aluminum 
panels to replicate any natural material’s 
pattern and appearance. 

STONE TIMBER TERRACOTTA AGED METALS
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Taiping Finance Tower, Shenzhen, China



Hilton Garden Inn, Mong Kok, Hong Kong
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During coating application, the coating process 
is half automated and half manual to achieve a 
non-repetitive pattern from panel to panel. Like an 
art piece, our application process can paint each 
panel with its own unique pattern to break away 
from repetitiveness in the facade. Each panel is 
coated to have its own pattern to achieve a natural 
appearance, but panels can also be designated 
with a specific pattern to achieve a required ap-
pearance or repetitiveness.

CUSTOMIZEABLE
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STONIUM
Stonium PVDF can replicate any type of stone with 90% likeness. The 
patterns can be customized and mass produced, eliminating the trouble 
of sourcing natural stone and its inconsistent appearance. The coating’s 
colors, patterns and textures can be completely customized to achieve a 
desired result, making this the perfect alternative product for any desired 
stone. This coating type is used on aluminum panels, which provides a 
very light alternative to natural stone panels. This product helps to lighten 
the entire building load and is very easy to install. It can help reduce 
the cost of the whole curtain wall system and also the installation cost. 
Stonium PVDF Panels make a great alternative product for buildings with 
stone designs. 

PVDF COATING
Stonium PVDF coating is a great alternative for real stone  
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Taiping Finance Tower, Shenzhen, China



Park Court Hamarikyu The Tower, Tokyo, Japan



TERRIUM
PVDF COATING
Kam Pin has developed a coating system that looks 
and feels exactly like Terracotta. Our Terracotta PVDF 
coating brings together the aesthetics of Terracotta with 
the longevity of PPG’s Kynar 500 PVDF coating, with 
a warranty of 20 years. This coating system can be 
used on aluminium extrusions, aluminium cladding 
and other aluminium products. Terrium PVDF coating 
can be coating onto any size and shape of aluminum 
products. 
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Shinonome 1-Chome, Tokyo, Japan
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TIMBRIUM
PVDF COATING
Timbrium PVDF coating uses PVDF paint to replicate wood 
finishes with the longevity of PVDF paint, carrying a 20 year 
warranty. PVDF has high UV protection qualities, allowing the 
coating to keep from color fading, chalking or peeling off. 

This coating system can be customized to 
achieve a desired effect. The wood grain 
patterns can be altered to be thinner 
or thicker, the colors can be changed, 
and the textures can be altered to have 
a rough finish, gloss finish or a textured 
grain finish. 
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Cartier Building, Ginza, Tokyo, Japan



Freespace, West Kowloon Cultural District, Hong Kong



Besides aluminum, there are a wide variety of metal based materials 
that are popularly used on building facades. Among these metals are 
specially aged metals; for example rusted steel and patina copper. 
These types of finishes come from a corrosion effect, causing the metal 
to change color and texture. Although beautiful and distinct, this type of 
finish has risk of further corrosion that can be damaging to the entire 
facade. The continuous oxidation can eat away at the material and in 
some cases creating large holes. If further corrosion occurs, the overall 
appearance of the metal can change with unwanted 
corrosion patterns.  

METALIUM
PVDF COATING

NPP Coating can replicate the aged corrosion 
effects with PVDF coating but without the risk of 
further corrosion. This coating is an alternative 
product to rusted or other aged metals, but with 
the longevity of PVDF coating. Metalium PVDF 
panels comes with 20 years warranty.
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Freespace, West Kowloon Cultural District, Hong Kong
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POWDER
COATING
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Powder Coating is an Epoxy, Polyester or 
Polyurethane resin based dry powder to 
be applied onto metal surfaces through 
an electrostatic spraying system. Powder 
Coatings can provide high chemical and 
solvent resistance, plus high corrosion and 
detergent resistance with high flow-out and 
glossy  finishes. One of the most important 
features of Powder Coating is its resistance 
to mechanical impact. It is not only ideal 
for finishing at adverse conditions but it can 
also be used in areas where mechanical 
impact is expected; such as reinforcement 
bars, iron beams, window frames, doors, 
signage’s, shop fronts and claddings.

POWDER COATING
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AMP COATING
Architectural Multiple Pattern Coating
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Architectural  Multiple  Pattern  (AMP) Powder Coating can simulate 
different patterns or images such as  marble, wood grains  and  logos.  
Each  pattern can achieve a reproduction accuracy  of  90%  of  the  
original  pattern. New designs are continuously being added and 
custom colors can be created.

AMP Coating uses heat transferring 
technology to achieve these wood and 
stone patterns. Ink patterns are applied 
onto a film, which is then wrapped 
around a special powder coated 
panel. The panel is baked a second 
time to sublimate the ink patterns into 
the powder coated layer. This process 
secures the patterns into the powder 
coating make it extremely durable. 

AMP COATING
Architectural Multiple Pattern Coating

The maximum dimensions available are 
1600 x 4000mm (5ft x 13ft). AMP  products 
are very durable, they can be placed in 
both indoor and outdoor environments, as  
the finish has great resistance to humidity 
and ultraviolet light. Also ink, paint and dirt 
are easy to remove making maintenance 
very convenient.
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Sai Kung Hotel, Sai Kung, Hong Kong
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The Lily, Repulse Bay, Hong Kong
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POLYURETHANE
COATING
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100 11th Avenue, New York, USA
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POLYURETHANE (PU) COATING
Polyurethane (PU) Coating is a high quality two-component polyurethane  coating specially 
designed for industrial and heavy duty environments where  protection and decoration are 
of prime importance. PU coating can carry super high gloss characteristics and excellent 
color and gloss retention. It provides outstanding resistance to yellowing, impact, abrasion 
and scratching. It is excellent in weathering, resistance to acid, alkalis, solvents, water and 
chemicals. PU coating is available in a wide range of colors.
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METAL FABRICATION
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Kam Pin’s Dongguan Factory 



Kam Pin has been fabricating exterior architectural products since 1994.  We 
provide custom metal fabrication using the best materials and technology.  
We are specialists in manufacturing aluminum building materials such as 
curtain wall panels, aluminium cladding, ceilings, louver systems, window 
frames, partitions and signage’s.  

Our facilities offer the following fabrication processes:

- Shearing    - Breakforming
- Perforation    - Single Curvature Bending
- CNC Milling    - Simple & Complex Welding
- Structural Sealant Installation - Studwelding
- Double Sided Tape Installation - Stiffener Assembly
- V-cutting for sharp angles  - Double Curvature    

Our maximum fabrication capability are 2.5 meters x 6  meters (8 ft x 20 ft).  

Kam Pin is known for its intricacy and problem solving skills in fabrication. 
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Fabricating complex geometric forms is our specialty. Our engineers are skilled in 
creating efficient and quality fabrication planning for complex formed aluminum 
panels. We focus our efforts into the craftsmanship of each panel, ensuring that our 
bending, welding, and grinding processes achieve the highest quality standards 
in the world. Our high quality fabrication allows us to meet worldwide standards, 
which has enabled us to supply panels to many landmark projects all over the 
world. 

Our break press machines can 
reach a length of 6 meters (19ft). 
The maximum panel width we can 
fabricate is 2.5 meters (8ft) wide. 
We are also capable of fabricating 
almost any panel thicknesses.

COMPLEX BREAK FORMING
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Our CNC routers and CNC v-cutting tables are 
used to cut out intricate shapes and sizes. The 
v-cutting process is also used to create sharper 
corners on panels by cutting a v-shaped groove 
along the back of the panel where the bending 
edge is located. After bending along the v-cut 
groove, the result is a smaller radius corner, 
making the panel corners look sharper.

CNC ROUTING 
 &  V-CUTTING
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Plate rolling is a fabrication process that shapes a panel 
into a round or conical shape. Our plate rolling machine 
can shape panels up to 4 meters long and with a minimum 
radius of 300°. This machine is great for fabrication column 
covers or cladding with a curved shape. 

SINGLE CURVE 
PLATE ROLLING
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Elevated Landscaped Deck, Kai Tak Cruise Terminal, Hong Kong



Our CNC punch and High Speed Turret Punches can punch 
standard perforations or complex perforation patterns. We 
carry a wide variety of perforation shapes and sizes. If we 
don’t have something you need, we can custom order a 
punch that suits your project. We have completed many jobs 
with perforation and we are experienced in developing any 
type of perforation designs you may have. 

PERFORATED PANELS

Louis XIII, Macau
67
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18 King Wah Road, Hong Kong

DOUBLE CURVATURE FABRICATION
There are different methods of tackling double curative fabrication. 
Depending on the complexity of the curvature, some techniques are 
more complex than others. Our engineering team has the ability to 
analyze the curvature and know which methods are most suitable to 
mass produce the panel’s design.
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Our fabrication department has the technology and 
know how to achieve the different methods of double 
curvature fabrication. Through our experience with 
different projects and mock ups, we have equipped 
ourselves with the skills and machinery to tackle the 
difficulty of fabricating these beautiful, but complex, 
panel designs. 
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BRINGING TO LIFE YOUR IDEAS



HKSAR Government HQ, Hong Kong



macao
louis xiii
*  venetian parcel 5 & 6
#  venetian parcel 3
*  four seasons
venetian parcel 2
one central macau
las vegas sands casino
lisboa hotel
crown macao hotel
wynn hotel

philippine
marina plaza hotel

malaysia
k.l. hospital

hong kong
2a taikoo place development
elevated landscape deck
sai kung hotel at wai man road
#  la vetta, residential housing
#  freespace, west kowloon cultural district
#  h2 tower, new world centre, tsim sha tsui 
metroplaza renovation
west kowloon terminus station
iron man experience, disneyland
citic tower renovation
18 king wah road
the austin & grand austin
#  mong kok hilton garden inn
#  wan chai cosmopolitan hotel 
pacific place renovation
union square, kowloon station
harbor one
soho 189
l’hotel elan, kwun tong
hksar government headquarters (tamar)
mtrc handrail renovation
happy valley racecourse
ocean park - aqua city
science park phase 2
k11
royal view hotel
olympic station development
the grandville
cyber port residential phase 3
grand waterfront
the chinese university of hong kong
civil aid service headquarters
manhattan hill
polytechnic university
hung hom bay hotel
telford plaza
shatin racecourse 
sky plaza
grand stanford harbor view hotel
disneyland
four seasons hotel
peking road no. 1
wan chai police headquarters
enterprise square 3
ifc phase 2
le meridien cyberport
the lily, service apartment
kcrc west rail stations
aquamarine
ko shan theatre
tung chung city gate
hkcec expansion
hong kong international airport

shenzhen
rural commercial bank headquarters
sheckou design museum
#  taiping finance tower
china national offshore oil corporation
zte plaza
merchants bank
huawei administration building
classic palais

shanghai
#  china national gold group building
shanghai arch
aimengdun
cai yuan building
x2 creativity space
huamin empire plaza
cityplaza
st. regis hotel
tomorrow square

dongguan
taxation bureau of dongguan hq
grace garden
parkview hotel

suzhou
taicang museum
commodity exchange

beijing
huadu center
national grand theatre
nan ying building
xin dong an plaza
pao ding plaza

guangzhou
gt business center
w hotel & residences
favorview palace 
boa shing building

wuhan
#  a1 tower

qianhai
*  kerry commercial development
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new york
100 11th avenue

chicago
545 mcclurg
#  afrcc

washington
the wharf

seattle
rainier sq.
lincoln sq.

san francisco
lincoln center
hotel NIA, menlo park
trinity plaza

los angeles
los angeles south west college

san diego
*  300 grant
center for novel therapeutics
san diego courthouse
kaiser san diego hospital

arizona
grand at papago
phoenix cityscape

las vegas
the cosmopolitan

hawaii
anaha tower

singapore
west gate
marina bay sands
singapore management university

tokyo
* 1 chome hamamatsucho
*  hie shrine hosh-ga-oka building
nagoya station
# cartier ginza
*  takushoku university phase 3
*  koto, shinonome 1-chome
*  tokyo toyopet tama branch
nakano-4
otemachi 1-chome
toyosu 5-chome
toyosu 3-chome office building
shibuya station
meieki 4-chome
toyosu center building annex
kpfi
surugadai university dormitory
apa hotel

yokohama
toshiba building

toronto
shangri-la hotel
trump towers
centennial place

nunavut
iqaluit international airport

british columbia
union sq., nine residential

calgary
wasilla library
calgary city centre

england
heathrow airport t5
addington hotel
romney house

dubai
darwish tower
metro - red line
metro - green line
dubai trading centre

qatar
doha high rise office building
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Tomorrow Sq., Shanghai, China
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Hong Kong 
Headquarters
Kowloon, Hong Kong
5/F., Union Industrial Building,
116 Wai Yip Street, Kwun Tong

Tel:   +(852) 2342 7988
Fax:  +(852) 2341 6082
Email:  kampin@hkstar.com

North America
Tel:   +1 (647) 963 4223
Fax:  +1 (905) 475 0192
Email:  kampin@hkstar.com

China
Shanghai, China
Rm 1703, OOCL Plaza,
841 Yan An Road, (M), Shangai, PRC

Tel:   (86) 21 6289 3089
Fax:  (86) 21 6289 8848
Email:  kampinsh@sh163.net

China, Factory
Dongguan, China
Shi Xia Industrial District,
Da Long Town, Dongguan,
Guangdong, PRC

Tel:   (86) 769 8318 2828
Fax:  (86) 769 8331 8195
Email:  kampin@21cn.com

www.kampin.com.hk
@KAMPINLTD
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